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News; Inspecting Officer
To Rate Clemson Tonight; Cooperative Book
Exchange Be In Operation
fi' Jt; Laundry, Mess Hall
Open For Summer
School; Taps Ball Be Held
This Week End.
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Editorial: Tiger Brotherhood Will Begin Operation
Of The Cooperative Book
Exchange Next Week. Its
Success Depends Upon
Student Support. Turn In
Your Books And Save
Money.
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ange To Open On Next Thursday
Tig Brotherhood Book Exchange To
Sponsors Co-op Work Like This
Organization

41 Juniors Make
Senior Platoon
For Next Year

Buchanan Named
To Head Committee

Glenn Named Guide,
Other To Be Chosen

Final plans for the Tiger Brotherhood Book Exchange were completed this week, Bob Buchanan,
president and chairman of the
general planning committee, said.
Work of the Exchange will be
completed by Tuesday, and the
Brotherhood will
be ready to receive the books beginning the
first day of examinations, Buchanan said.
The Book Exchange, adopted by
the Brotherhood and approved by
the
Board
of
Trustees
last
month, is designed to divide the
downtown profit on the used book
business between the buyer and
seller. It will be a non-profit organization, operated by members
of the Brotherhood as a service
' to the school.
The plan, introduced by a committee headed by George O'Dell,
is to take the books in at the
end of each semester and to sell
the books at a price set by the
owner. The only costs will be a
ten cent charge to cover insurance, and handling expenses.
In charge of the operation will
be the general committee headed
by Buchanan. Other members are
Leonard Rogers and John MacArthur, storage and book arrangement; John Hare and Kurt Suthern, personnel; Russell McRae and
Elliott
Dodson,
finances
and
bookkeeping; Earle Roberts and
Frank Foole, fixtures; and Kenneth Cribb and Sam Nichols, publicity.

Here is how the Tiger Brotherhood Book Exchange
will work;
1. As soon as you have finished with your books, take
them to the Book Exchange, which is located in the basement of the Main Building.
2. You will be given a list of- prices which the Brotherhood considers fair exchange prices. You may or may
not follow their suggestions. You will place your own
price on each of your own books. You will be given a receipt for each of them.
3. Next fall, at the beginning of the semester, the
Book Exchange will sell the books back to the students at
exactly the price which you set.
4. As soon as your books are sold, you will be paid
the full value which you set on the books, less a ten cents
per book handling charge.
.5, The Book Exchange will be operated by members
of The Tiger Brotherhood as a service to the schooh
6. The ten cents charge per book will be sent to insure
the books over the summer, and to take care of bookkeeping costs.
7. The exchange will be under the supervision of the
Business Manager's office.

Awards Be Given
Tomorrow To
High Students
Seven awards will be given to
Clemson students at Honors Day
Program tomorrow, when Dr. J.
Rion McKissick, president of the
University of South Carolina, will
speak to the cadet corps on "The
American Spirit."
Dean H. H. Willis, of the school
of textiles, will present the National Association of Cotton Manufacturers medal to the outstanding
graduate in the school of textiles.
He will also present the Textile
Colorist prize to the student who
has done the best work in textile
chemistry and dyeing.
The third award is a handbook
offered by
Alpha Chi Sigma to
the outstanding sophomore in chemistry and chemical engineering.
This presentation will be by Dr.
[ F. H. H. Calhoun, dean of the school
of chemistry.
The agricultural school offers the
Anderson Fellowship award of $400
i to the student having the highest
scholastic work in the school of
agriculture for the pursuit of graduate work. Also for the senior haying the highest average in this
school goes the Senior Prize, offerv
ed by the agricultural faculty. Dr.
W. B. Aull, dean of the school of
agriculture, will make both of these
presentations.
Sigma Tau Epsilon, general science fraternity, will present an
award to the sophomore taking
general science or
pre-medicine
who has the highest average for
the first three semesters. H. H.
Holmes, vice-president of the fraternity, will present the award.
Phi Kappa Phi, scholastic fraternity, will present $25.00 to the
Junior having the highest grade
point ratio for his first five semesters. R. McGinty will make the
presentation.

Taps Be Given Out
Rest Of This Week
The 1942 Taps will be distributed for the, rest of this week, and
those who have not paid their
Taps space will be given a last
opportunity to pay it Monday of
next week, Mack Alman, business
manager, said.
The publication will continue to
be distributed
every
afternoon,
and arrangements have been made
with the commandant's office to
allow one battalion to go down to
the Taps room each night after
1
call to quarters until distribution
i has been completed.

Forty-nine rising seniors were selected members of the 1942-43 Senior
Platoon,
Clemson's
bestdrilled unit, at a .competitive drill
Tuesday evening.
They include P, M. Nance, R.
L. Buchanan, R. Hoffman, L. S.
Ligon, J. W. Young, J. R. Derrick, J. R. Morrow, J. S. Withers,
W. W. Gardiner, R. A. Kay, W.
H. Goggans, W. Forrester, C. J.
Tallevast, H. D. Minnis, L. D.
Rogers, F.
Hobson, L. S. Strom,
C. A. Reese, J. E. Robins, G. S.
Coble, E. P. Roberts, W. T. Jenkins, T. C. Perry, J. L. Tupper, T.
E. Stanley, C. R. Higgins, C. P.
Williams, L. T. Rawls, W. T. Lanham, L. W. Milford, J. W. Wilson,
C. C. Thebaud, H. Davis, D. H.
Buhrmaster, W. H. Cely, W. H.
Teale, J. R. McRae, J. H. Miller,
B. Josselson, J. T. Ford, and L.
H. Carey.
- Alternates include. F. X. Wallace, C. R. Duncan, W. C. G^uley, C. H. Brown, C. Howard, C.
R. Glenn, R. C. Blair, and G. H.
Fairey.
Glenn was chosen as a guide.
J. Harvey, and Morrison will redrill for the second guide.
This' platoon will drill on Mother's Day. Following this exhibition, the present Senior Platoon
will put on their final performance
of the year.

Roberts Appoints Twenty-Four
Juniors Commencement Marshals
Twenty-four members of the rising senior class were named as
commencement marshals by Earle
Roberts, class president. They will
have charge of the guard room during graduation, and will cooperate
with the administration in details
of the exercises. They will act as
ushers at all programs during the
five days after examinations that
the seniors remain at the college.
Included in the lits of marshals
are Earle Roberts, electrical engineering, Athens, Ga.; R. L. Breeland, general science, Columbia;
R. L. Buchanan, electrical engineering, Greenwood; B. A. Chestochowski, textile chemistry, New
York, N. Y.; T. K. Cribb, general
science, Spartanburg; C. R. Duncan, chemistry, Heath Springs; J.
R. Derrick,xpre-med, Clayton, Ga.;
W. W. Gai "ner, agricultural education, Florence; J. C. Herring, gen-

eral science, Anderson; Ralph Hoffman, vocational agricultural education, Georgetown; T. E. Killingsworth,
mechanical
engineering,
Aiken.
Also G. G. Konduros, textile engineering, Anderson; M. R. LeRoy,
general science, Ninety Six; L. S.
Ligon, textile engineering, Greenville; J. R. McRae, agricultural education, Abbeville; J. B. Manly, general science, Anderson; L. W. Milford, pre-med,Clemson; R. B. Moise,
mechanical engineering, Sumter; L.
D. Rogers, industrial education,
Spartanburg; T. E. Stanley, textile
engineering, Marion; C. E. Wright,
animal husbandry, Decatur, Ga.; C.
B. Fellers, agricultural education,
Newberry; W. H. Parks, mechanical
engineering, Hickory, N. C; and M.
D. Moore, textile engineering, En'oree.

Glenn Miller To Serenade Clemson
On CBS Network Program May 19
and theater magazine.
Glenn Miller will serenade Clemson College on his regular Tuesday
night proram
over CBS at 7:15
EWT May 19, he announced in a
letter to Bill Donly and Lewis Cox
of the band.
Members of the band company
wrote to Miller requesting that he
recognize Clemson on one of his
programs. He replied with a request for additional information on
the college, and later announced
that he would play his May 19 uro-

gram for Clemson.
Miller has just been voted the
nation's top
bandleader for the
third consecutive year in a poll of
158 leading colleges in 48 states. In
a veritable landslide, the leader of
CBS's "Moonlight
Serenade" received 316.5 votes out of a possible
468, giving him a plurality of more
than twice the combined total of
all the other bands.
Thirty-four big-name bands entered into
the competition, conducted by Billboard, national radio

Inspection Of Corps
Held This Morning
The annual government inspection
of the Clemson ROTC unit will be
completed this afternoon when part
of the corps will stage an extended
order .tactical problem. Lt. Colonel
James E. Matthews, professor' of
military science and tactics at
North Georgia College, is inspecting
the corps.
Yesterday afternon all barracks
were opened for inspection between
two and five o'clock, ana a parade
was staged on Bowman field in honof of the inspecting officer and the
Board of Visitors.
This morning
between eleven and twelve o'clock
the corps formed for inspection en
Bowman Field.
It is expected that tonight Colonel Matthews will announce the
rating given the Clemson unit. For
the £)ast few years, Clemson lias
had the rating of Excellent.

Ligon Is Named
Pershing Rifles
Regimental Head

The Fourth
Regimental Staff
Headquarters of Pershing Rifles,
national military society for unBruce Gray, L. R. Mellichamp, L. N: Hendricks,
These are the men extended membership in Tau
derclassmen, has named L. S.
L. C. Adams, E. G. Orahood, Earle Roberts, and
Beta Pi, honor engineering, fraternity, last week.
Ligon of Greenville commanding
F. X. Wallace. G. L. Stanton was not present.
They are front, Herby Minnis, A. L. Maynard,
officer of the Fourth Corps Area.
Bob Buchanan, George Stanton, W. H. Parks,
Ligon will hold the rank of lieutenant colonel in the organization.
Clemson is headquarters for all
Pershing Rifles organizations in
the Fourth Corps Area.
J. E. Kellett of Fountain Inn,
was named major, L. H. Cary of
Greenville, was named captain,
and W. W. Forrester of Sumter,
first lieutenant of the regimental
staff.
S. H. Anthony is the retiring
regimental commander. Members
of his staff are M. R. Hunter,
major, F. T. West, captain, and
A new plan by which the mess C. E. Epting, first lieutenant.
Clemson's company of Pershhall and the cadet laundry will
operate for the convenience of ing Rifles will elect officers later,
Clemson men who own cars,
Hunter said.
first session summer school stujollopies or other, will go to
the registration booths with the
dents, will be enacted when sumFive graduates and two underrest of car-owning America next
mer school begins on June 1. Prior
Final elimination
for the besc
graduates of Clemson were awardweek to apply for the rationing
to this year the students had to
drilled platoon in the brigade will
cards to buy gasoline between
ed their coveted wings in the
have their meals in downtown
May 15 and iuly 1.
be held Saturday
afternoon on
army air corps last week when
Clemson student car owners
cafes, and their laundry done
Bowman field, K. S. Breazeale said.
the largest class of flying fighters
will register at the Calhounwherever they could. This plan
Eliminations have been in progress
ever
graduated
from
the
Gulf
Clemson high school on Tuesfor the past several weeks, and the
was made possible through the
day, Wednesday and Thursday
Coast training center.
six best platoons have been choosefforts of Professor Francis Maof next week.
Herb Minn is High Point, N.
Lieutenant Dayton S. Altman,
en.
The ration cards to be issued
rion Kinard, who has been ap- C, was elected president of the
The companies and platoon comJr.,
left
Clemson
in
1937
and
renext week will permit the ownpointed coordinator of the spec- student chapter of the American
manders which will participate in
ceived his
wings at Foster Field.
ers to buy from two to six galSociety of Civil Engineers at a
the eliminations are
B-l, comial
session, Mr. James C. Littlelons of gas per week, the Office
Two graduates also finished at
banquet held in Greenville Frimanded by Lt. J. H. Grayson, E-l,
of Price Administration anJohn, college business manager, and day night. The banquet was givFoster Field: Lieutenants Rufus
commanded by Lt. R. F. Long, K-l,
nounced yesterday.
Captain J. D. Haroombe, college en in honor of the seniors by the
commanded by Lt. W. C. Pinson,
R. McLeod, Jr., general science
sophomore and junior members of
B-2, commanded by Lt. W. H. Bak'41 of Hartsville, and Carl G. mess officer.
The total cost for room, board, the chapter.
er, E-2, commanded by Lt. V. N.
Planck, Jr., mechanical engineerApproximately 35 boys attended
Sottile, and M-2, commanded by
and laundry, will not be more
ing '40 of Charleston.
than $40. This figure does not the meeting, and the following ofLt. H. J. Tarleton.
Lieutenants John G. Kelly, Jr., include the class room tuition fee, ficers were elected in addition to
William Roderick
Rozier, ariengineering '41 of Rock
cultural economics '42 of Cassatt, textile
as it depends upon the number of Minnis: John Withers of Winnsboro,
vice - president;
LaVern
has enlisted for aviation training Hill, and Harry McKeown, me- subjects the student takes.
chanical engineering '40 of SparPyles, Washington, D. C, secrein the Naval Reserve.
Several
courses
not
heretofore
tary and treasurer; Bill Bristol
Rozier will report to the Naval tanburg, finished their training at
This will be th.
isavailable in summer school will of New Port, Richey, Fla., publicAviation Cadet Selection Board in Ellington Field. Lieutenant J. O.
sue of The Tiger uiu.i af- Atlanta at the completion of his Collier left Clemson in 1937 and be added. A complect list of ity agent. Professor H. E. Glenn
courses and schedules will be of the engineering faculty was
ter exams. An issue will current school year. The Naval als finished at Ellington Field.
available soon. Several subjects
appear on May 25, gradua- Reserve is now accepting for en- Lieutenant David M. Petty of not previously announced, include elected faculty advisor, and Mr.
Bethlehem, Pa., left Clemson last
W. N. Poe of Greenville, was selistment
in
aviation
training
sintion day, and will be mailed gle men, 18 to 27, who have a year as a junior majoring in me- shorthand, typing, teachers cour- lected as contact man for the
ses,
cosmetology,
and
special
war
to students who are not at high school diploma and are phy- chanical engineering. He received
chapter.
his silver Wings at Moore Field. effort courses. These include the
All of the seniors present made
Clemson at their home ad- sically fit for the service.
preservation of food, household short speeches on the benefits
dresses.
chemistry, elementary radio, and that they have received from the
chemical analysis of defense ma- club. Jack Lever acted as toastterials.
master in the absence of Billy
Pending is a government spon- Poe, retiring president.
sored course for high school physics
teachers. The
government
will pay the tuition. The purpose
of this course is to help supply
the lack of physicists.
Further
information will be supplied later.
Walter H. Goggans, pre-medicine
'43 of Newberry, was named president of The Calhoun Forensic
Just keep quiet and I'll have it
Society, campus literary organiall figured out in a minute.
zation, to succeed Frank Barnes
—McLane
of Rock Hill.
Students from Agnes Scott and
"Taps"? What's that?
Other officers elected were Ed
—Waite
Georgia Tech will present a proOsborne, general ■ science '44
of
HardeevilJfc, first vice-president;
gram at Vespers Sunday afternoon
I prefer sophomores.
Harry Mays, civil engineering '44
-Kinard
end evening.
of Columbia,
second vice-presiThe
girls
from
Agnes
Scott
inI'll
expect
all
freshmen
t«
dent; Jimmy Henderson, electrical
clude Miss Pat Patterson, of Wins- make A's and all sophomores to
engineering
'44
of Greenville,
secretary and treasurer,
Claude
ton Salem, N. C, Miss Joella Craig, make D's.
—LaGrone
Hipp, general science '44 of Greenof Walhalla, Miss Mable Stowe, of
I don't blame that boy from bewood,
corresponding
secretary;
Belmont, N. C, and Miss Katherine
ing absent. He's only taken one
Dick Breeland, general science '43
Phillips, of Tallahasee, Fla.
of Columbia, critic, and
George
The boys from Georgia Tech in- cut.
—Cox
LaBrasca,
electrical
engineering
clude Edward B.
Van Voorhees,
'45 of
Charleston, sergeant-atIt would be a pleasure to serve
Kirk N. Nesbit, and William G.
These three men were tapped last week to membership in Phi
arms.
Mann. Mr. Nash Gray, general sec- next to a Clemson man on the
Kappa Phi, national honorary scholastic society for technical
Retiring officers besides Barnes
retary of the Georgia Tech YMCA, battlefield. I hope someday that I
schools They are Olin Cannon, general science '42 of Newberry,
include Walter Goggans, Harry
will accompany this group. Mr.
Gordon E. Williams, textile engineering '43 of Miami, Florida, and
Mays, Frank Poole, Jr., J. H. Ste—H'U
Gray finished Clemson in 1984.
R.
S.
Woodhurst,
wehlteotur*
*43
of
Abbeville,
venson, and E. E. Dodson,

Best Platoon Be
Chosen Saturday
George O'Dell, the man responsible for planning Tiger Brotherhood's Book Exchange, does over details of storage with Bob Buchanan, rising president of the Brotherhood, and Kurt Suthern and
Leonard Rogers, two members of the commitee in charge of the
program.

Matthews Rates
College ROTC
Unit Tonight

Mess Hall, Laundry To Operate
During Summer School Session

Clemson Students
Register For Gas
May 12, 13, 14

Clemson Men
Receive Wings

First Session To
Begin June 1

Minnis To Head
ASCE Chapter

Rosier Enlists In
Naval Air Reserve

NOTI<T\

Goggans Named
Forensic Head

By ^hei*

Agnes Scott, Tech
On Program Here
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Junior-Senior at Winthrop this
past week-end was "a thing of
beauty and a joy forever."
No
matter where one danced there
were Clemson men on all sides.
Occasionally
one was able
to
catch a furtive glimpse of a Citadel lad and perhaps a Carolina
"slicker" or two. The Jungaleers
were in the groove per usual, or
so -my ears told em, for I never
did get a look at them through
the teeming mass of humanity.
The juniors looked tres chick in
their various
colored
uniforms
. . . The taffy/- colored tresses of
Frances Payne' made a particular
impression . . . And ah, yes! The
Johnsonian's pillar of journalistic
supremacy,
Martha
Azer,
was
there . . . We eyed each other
for a moment
with
sadacious,
leering smirks
on
our
faces,
searched each other for concealed
weapons, and then danced, only
to find that
we were kindred
souls ... A most charming person, although my journalistic Inferior.
The May Day program was excellent.
Clemson's
own
Sooky
Littlejohn really did a swell job.
The May court was an aggregation of pulchritude sucn aa tnesc
old weary eyes of mine have never
beheld in the dim ages of the
past.
Sunday was spent on a picnic
in the pastral scenes surrounding
the community of Rock Hill. A
snack (consisting of several thousand sandwiches,
gallons f lemonade, etc.)
was prepared and
loaded into a wagon of artificial
hay (straw to you). About sixteen boys and girls were
also
loaded into the conveyance (myself with the aid of a block and
tackle)
and we were whisked
away into the green, fertile fields
by an old negro named Sam and
two huge horses, Seabiscuit and
Whirlaway respectively.
After a
breath taking chase of about five
miles, we arrived at the termination of about an hour and
a
half, gobbled the food, piled back
in the wagon and arrived back at
the institution gates in time to
depart to our various archives of
higher mental stimulation. It was
wonderful, but Mary Lib Stanley
hogged the sun glasses all day
and as a result my face now resembles a lobster Newburg (in color of course).
POME
Returning. from the "Green Pastures'' I found this poem from
Marion Tomkins. Quote—
If I get to Heaven and you're not
there
I'll paint your face on the golden stairs,
But if you're not there by judgment day,
I'll know you went the other
way.
I'll give the angels back their
wings,
Their golden haze and other
things,
And just to show you what I'd
do
I'll even go to h—for you.
TO HILL WITH IT!
Jimmie Hill,
that
Gamecock
journalistic scum, has been beating his chops via the printer's ink.
In reference to our spring tactical problem, he dribbled on thusly"A recent issue of the yellow
sheet of the state, the Clemson
TIGER of course, there was proudly displayed a number of what
appeared
to be the Riiz staff,
planning the ROTC's spring. military maneuvers'' Unquote (.James
such bad grammar) Quote ''By
way of explanation, an announcement below said that the games
would be played just beyond the
dairy."
Of course! Where else in that
cow corps could they find to hold
war games.
Great strategical problems will
probably be worked out. It's probably a Clemson military secret,
but I'll bet the colonels of the
corps can tell you the
correct
strategical approach to a sow
mot from the left!)" Unquote.
You know, what surprised me
most about the whole thing was
the fact
that
Jimmie actually
recognized the word "Dairy".
I
never knew that Carolina
boys
ever drank or came in contact
with such a diluted liquid as milk.
And speaking of sows
Brother
Hill, where did you ever learn
about the proper approach to a
sow? Heredity, I presume.
And adding a personal touch,
Dr. Hill had this
to say about
this column.
"We surveyed it
once; we surveyed it twice.
We
surveyed it thrice. We came to
but one conclusion. It is an entire column long. It is entitled
'Much Adoo About Nothing'. The
title is absolutely correct.''
Really,
Jim, I must
compliment you on your intestinal fortitude, no mentally balanced person has ever had the nerve to
read my drivle more than once.
And as for your column, well,
truthfully, I never have read past
the first items. . . weak constitution you know. Ah, yes, this column is much adoo about nothing,
but at least I admit it!
SOB STORY
Here is bad news for you record fans
in the lower income
bracket. Within
a
few weeks,
RCA Victor will shift five of the
top recording
artists from its
thirty-five cent label over to the
fifty cent discs. You, Glenn Miller, Dinah Shore, Freddy Martin,
Vaughn Monroe and Alvino Rey
fans will have to shell out fifteen
cents more to get the latest releases. Benny
Goodman
also
moves up in price per record
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Welcome To A Real School—
A sincere welcome to the members of the Board of Visi<
tors. We hope that you like our college. It's the best in the
world.
■ You have been here long enough to begin to realize that
the spirit that pervades the Clemson campus is something
deeper and stronger than anything that you will find in
any other school anywhere. It is a spirit of brotherhood, of
unity, of cooperation, of equality and interdependence that
is unrivaled elsewhere.
It is the spirit that makes democracy great.

We Shall Go Forward"We shall go forward to a glorious sunrise, no matter
how dark the night."
These are the words of Henry Wallace, Vice-President
' of the United States of America. They express the quiet
confidence and determination of the American more perfectly than any other single statement that we have heard.
Wallace is a man of the people and he speaks calmly and
sincerely to the nation that elected him to one of it's highest posts. His role is that of a servant of the people of this
nation, not a powerful leader, and Wallace plays the role
well.
His attitude toward the war is summed up in these
paragraphs from a recent address: "Not one of the twentysix free peoples of the United Nations is a 'master race'.
We leave the foolishness of the 'master race' idea to the
Nazis and the Japanese. The proudest thing that .we in the
United States can say of ourselves is that we are human beings, and that we are fighting for a decent chance for all
human beings everywhere in the world. That goes not only
for the people of France and Norway, of Greece and China,
but also for the unwilling victims of terror in Germany,
Italy and Japan. Here in the United States we have millions
of good loyal citizens whose ancestors came from one or another of these countries. No one knows better than these
loyal citizens that there are millions in these enemy countries who hate dictatorship, tyranny and brutal oppression
just as passionately as we do.
"... Today we are struggling to find our way through
the rocky passes of the mountains we have set out to cross.
We shall not stop until we reach the valley on the other
side, and then we shall do our best to make the valley bloom.
"Our God is a God of battles as well as a God of peace.
Our God is a God of righteous indignation as well as of longsuffering kindness. We know the justice of our cause and
our duty to the world. We shall go forward to a glorious sunrise, no matter how dark the night."
They are words that ring.

That Glee Club Is Really Good—
Congratulations to the Glee Club on the splendid concert in the amphitheater Friday night! They showed us
what Clemson can produce in the way of vocal music.
The boys in the Glee Club deserve a great deal of credit
for the work they have done this year. What started out as
an experiment has developed into a major musical organization that, can and will represent Clemson at its best in
this state and in others.
Professor E. E. Waite, Jr. has worked tirelessly, and on
his own time, to build the Glee Club to its present position.
H. S. Montague has given hours of effort to the organization
as accompanist. These men deserve more thanks than we
can give them. They have the true Clemson spirit.
In spite of the interruption by rain, which made it impossible to complete the full program, the concert was a
tremendous success. Listeners were loud in their praise of
the organization. With the same determination to excell that
made them good this year, next year's club should top the
high mark now set for them.

It's For You, Students—
The Tiger Brotherhood sponsored Cooperative Book Ex-'
change is about to become a reality. The success or failure
of the venture depends upon the support we give it.
The words "Cooperative Exchange" mean just what they
imply. It is a non-profit enterprise,, sponsored for the good
of Clemson students, in an attempt to reduce costs on an
important item that every student has to have. It was planned by students, will be operated by students, and will benefit students if they support it.
The plan is essentially a division of profits between the
buyer and the seller. It will allow a student to receive more
money for his books than has formerly been possible and at
the same time buy the books he needs at a lower cost than
ever before through an equal split of what would otherwise
be the retailer's profit.
The Cooperative is in capable hands. We are confident
of Tiger Brotherhood's ability to manage the.venture. The
only draw-back, and it is a big one, is that the Cooperative
will not pay cash for books until after they are sold. Of
course, a greater return in money will be the result, and
far-sighted students will not hesitate to take advantage of
the saving that they can effect. But unless books are sold
through the exchange, there will not be enough available to
supply the demand next year.
With student support, the experiment cannot fail. The J
advantages are undeniable. Turn in your books this year at j
a price that you will be allowed to set yourself, and next year
realize the saving on both ends of the deal. The exchange's j
success means dollars and cents in your Docket.
I

j

CHEMICAL GRADING
90%0F1HE0DLl£GEJTUD£NTS
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TUKNS bLUt Oti RED WHEN THE

.SlUDEMT CHECKS TOE ANSWER SPOT/

—that he (oscar) ain't heard any feather, sho nuff.
-—=oscar says—
reports from Dusenbury lately about
that "rock" he's supposed to be —that he (oscar) ain't figured out
yet how Soph Lsitner is gonna be
giving away.
a C. D. A. boy and an army boy
—oscar says—
■—that Tucker was doing some high too.
—oscar says—class pitching Sunday night by
—that Wickham and Jacobs ain't
third barracks, and with the light
got
over
being
left off the Jr. C.
on, too.. Bragging?
D. A. yet, but he (oscar) ain't nev—oscar says——that the new Taps looks mighty er been so glad to see two left out.
McDowell's
good to him and Congrats to Dixon —that it looks like
tires didn't hold out.
and his stooges.
—oscar says—

•—oscar says—

—that Soph Oeland ain't got much —that Lt. Zeigler has more'fl put
to do when he sits out on the grass Georgie Glenn in the good know
behind the laundry, even if he about who's running what.
—oscar says—■
wasn't by himself.
—that George is one of those rare
-—oscar says—•
—that Liner doesn't kn,Ow it, but ones (fortunately) who ain't got
that's purely a friendship propo- sense enough to know he don't
sition with the cute little Winthrop rate.
—oscar says:—
Gal.
—that Wintrop's Jr.-Sr. was about
-—oscar says—■
—that he (oscar) ain't much for the best he (oscar) has ever seen.
The good gals in blue ought to
this friendship stuff.
thro\V that kind more often.
—oscar says—•
—that the little blonde -comber,
Betty, from Anderson has Coble in —that Higgins must be doing all
right now, late dating Eleanor at
quite a draft right now.
2 A. M. in the morning.
—oscar says—
says—
—that he thought that Jeter was —that from—oscar
what he (Higgins) says,
hiving Sue from Anderson College 'tweren't much of a late date.
up' for Taps, but it looks as though
—oscar says—
Hartzell has won by a neck.
—that he never could trust Higgins.
' —oscar says—

—That Elmore and Jimmy Jackson looked mighty purty in those
white tinifors and dress belts In
Spartanburg Sunday. Birds of a

—oscar says—

—that both Frank Poole and Sarah
(the red-head)' looked as though
they didn't know what" the score
was.

£
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ACf'( J»jr Kicttej Report* ii-om Washington

By JAY RICHTEN
WASHINGTON— (ACP) —The
weatherman is likely to be a
weatherwoman for the duration.
Civil Service is looking for college
women to fill vacancies at weather stations west of the MississippiIf you're interested, go to the
weather station where you would
like a job and ask for blanks. (Incidentally, some stations are still
averse to hiring women—which
is something you may want to
know in advance.)
At least two years of college
work is required, with emphasis
on mathematics and physics. The
switching
back from Okeh
to
Columbia.
Jimmy Dorsey,
Bing
Crosby. Woody Herman, Russ Morgan and Jimmy Luncford will be
shoved up to the news Decca
black label 50-center.
The reason for all this is Leon
Henderson and his price fixing
gang. The wag works are getting around the fixed price by
shoving all their best bands up
into the 50-center bracket.
In
this way they can't lose. The main
trouble is shellac. Everyone will
be able to have as many records
as before at the old price if a
substitute can be found. You platter hounds can work on that.
PAGE ADAMS
Franklin P. Adams, of the adult
quiz; kids, gives advice to the
younger men. He has something
here:
Never smash any promise, lad;
Never break thy word;
Never kiss a lady's lips,
Lest thou seem absurd.

salary is $135 a month—$120 or
$105 if you are willing to take
less. You'll have to "take a written examination.
Reports filtering into the Capital from "the field" indicate that
farmers generally, are
reacting
favorably to the student farmwork plan of McNutt's Manpower
Commission.
The
newly-created
commission is
going to
enlist
college and high school students
to work on farms in areas where
shortage of help threatens.
Of course, the Department of
Agriculture here had already advised its field personnel to use
students. Any
many
students
and farmers have been planning
ahead of any Washington agency.
For example, in eastern
truck
gardening areas
students and
farmers have been' working
together more than two months.
The Manpower Commission will
obtain students through employment service offices.
' The Navy needs about 50 girls
for technical and scientific aides.
They'll take almost anyone who
has had ong or two years of
chemistry or physics. The openings are in arsenals and ordnance
plants at Dover. N. J.; Watertown, Mass.; Philadelphia,
Pa.;
Rock Island, 111.; Cincinnati, O.;
St. Louis, Mo., and Birmingham,
Ala. The salary is about $1,600.

Alien students in American colleges "absolutely do not" have to
register for selective service. All
they must do is prove to local
draft boards that their non-resiBe a rock the girls can trust;
dent status is bona fide.
Never tell a lie;
Selective service officials have
Never come thou back again
been compelled to reiterate the
When they say goodby.
exemption
of
"non - resident
aliens" because of rumors floatNever let them wonder, lad,
ing about that alien students are
If thou'll be on time;
subject to military service.
Pay thy debts with diamonds,
The majority of these students
Never with a rhyme.
are citizens of sister American republics,
here
on
scholarships
Never be a wastrel, lad;
granted by their home governNever fool a maid;
ments or Uncle Sam.
Make of honor a business,
Make of truth a trade.
There is, however, nothing to
prohibit their volunteering
for
Do thou as I tell thee, lad;
military sprvice. That,
too,
is
Be the best of men;
done through the local draft board
And the girls won't write of thee which turns over their qualificain verse.
tions and personal histories
to
the War Department for final OK.
Nor think of thee again.

THE AXIS GRAND STRATEGY
This startling book reveals the
military and political plans
of
the Axis in the very words of its
own generals and admirals.
The advent of Adolf Hitler as
Germany's supreme leader marked
the inauguration of the deliberate
plans for World domination by tlie
Third Reich. These plans
were
not secret; other nations simply
refused to take
them seriously.
They followed the tradition
of
one hundred years of German
military
thinking from Clauseditz to Ludendorff. They were
implicit in Mein Kampf.
During
the years from 1933 to 1939 they
were worked out in detail by those
who today are in charge of the
Nazi armies. These writings, in
fact, contain the Blueprints for
the Total War. Now, for the first
time, they have been assembled,
translated, and made available to
all who want to understand the
nature of the enemy with whom
they are engaged in a life and
death struggle.
The Axis Grand Strategy describes the plan for modern war
from the earliest political and
psychological preparation to the
ultimate campaign of .military terrorism and destruction. The book
discusses the building of the modern army—an army which will
make full use of all modern technical advance and which will develop the strategy of the irresistible,
lightning onslaught.
The
duration of the armed attack, the
piercing of modern fortifications,
the co-ordination of aircraft and
armed forces, the grand strategy
of the large-scale offensive—these
and many other, military subjects
are fully discussed here. These discussions provide the chapter-andverse authority
for the actual
campaigns as waged in Poland,
Belgium, France, Africa and Russia.
The grand strategy, however, is
not- confined merely to military
ends. For total war in the Nazis'
scheme of thinking and acting
means utilization of political and
economic weapons, fifth column
penetration and geopolitical strategy that reaches far beyond Europe to the lands bordering the
great oceans. One writer, in fact,
in discussing the Far
Eastern
strategy actually predicts the attack on Pearl Harbor.
The Axis Grand Strategy is a
book for all who. as civilians or
soldiers are determined to play
an intelligent part in the total
war which is now ours.
ALEXANDER HAMILTON
David Loth
Facing the amazing complexities of Hamilton's versatile career,
most of his biographers have shied
away from the task of treating it
as a whole. So we have works on
Hamilton as a lawyer, as a business man; as a party leader, as a
promoter, as a financier, as a
statesman, even as a soldier. But
he was a man, too, and one of
the few who left the marks of his
genius indelibly stamped on our
national life.
In this brilliant, fast-moving
narrative,
Mr. Loth has blended,
those many
assorted facets
of
greatness into one and shows us
the strange, charming youth as he
was one hundred and fifty years
ago—the boy who took a leading
part among the fathers of his
country, who varied the wizardry
of government finance by writing
some of the finest politico-literary
masterpieces in the language.
We see, too, the man Talleyrand regarded as the first of his
whole
generation
engaed
in
building for his country a union
of government and business which
was to make possible the development of modern capitalism. And
he is the same man who was the
adored husband of Betsey Schuyler and the unhappy lover
of
Maria Reynolds,
one of the few
Washington called friend and one
of the many enemies of Jefferson.
No comprehensive biography of
this gigantic figure in American
life has been attempted for more
than
twenty-five years, and the
idolators who wrote of him did
him small service.
Comparison of Hamilton and the
younger Pitt is, perhaps, inevitable. As statesmen they were
indeed
much
alike, both child
prodigies of finance, both lifted
to power at a precociously early
age, both saving their countries
from bankruptcy, both renowned
for eloquence, both dead at fortyseven with a lifetime of achievement behind them. But Hamilton
climbed debonarily to the heights
to which Pitt was born, overcoming poverty and the stigma of
illegitimacy without any other influence than his merits.
The pages of this book aie
crowded with incident and history
as fully as was that life which,
beginning with improbable business successes in the Virgin Islands, ended on a rocky ledge at
Weehawken.
PLANTATION STORY-TELLER
Alvin Harlow
This is the first story for young
readers of Joel Chandler Harris,
who gave to the world the immortal, lovable Uncle Remus and
his great picture-gallery of animals who walked and talked like
humans—Br'er Rabbit, Br'er Fox,
Sis Goose and others. Little Joel
Harris, a red-haired, freckle-faced
village boy in middle
Georgia,
heard many of these stories from
two old Negro slaves, one in the
town where he was born, the other
on the big plantation where he
went at the age of thirteen to
learn the printing business.
The
plantation owner, a scholarly man
named Turner, published a small
weekly newspaper which had a
wide
circulation in the South.

Talk ofth e
Town
By KENNETH CRIBB
Plans for the Book Exchange have been completed.
Essentially, the plan is the. same that was advanced !
George O'Dell last month.
Last week, the Brotherhc
approved the plan, and President Bob Buchanan appoin
a general committee to supervise the operation.
The plans look good. Of course, there will be sr
wrinkles to iron out after the Exchange gets started, bu
the student body is interested enough in saving itself sc
money to lend its full support, we believe that the }
change will be a success.
The biggest question mark now*
is whether the boys will turn in
their books this spring and wait bility that the book agent dow.
until they return to school next town will give the exchange son:
stiff competition. We expect th:
fall to get their money.
The obvious advantage in sell- book store to do all it can tc
ing the books to the downtown keep its second hand book busiagency that has handled the ness. As we said, the time pref- ,
books in the past is that the erence as to payment will carrj
payments
will
be
immediate. a lot of weight. If too much busHowever, there is also a disad- iness slips away from lt, the boot,
its
exchange
vantage in that the payment will store may lower
rates, in which case the ultimate
be a great deal less.
By selling and buying his books purpose of the Brotherhood will
through the exchange, the stu- have been accomplished anyway.
CHEAPER BOOKS
dent will be able to save, on the
In any event, the cooperation
averae, exactly the amount of
of the
student body
is all that
profit that has gone down town.
is needed to insure cheaper books.
OPPOSITION
There will of course be a great If the Brotherhood's plan forces
the book store's exchange rates
deal of opposition to the plan.
In the first place, there are on down, the plan will have been
successful. If the plan goes over
the campus some students who
big
within the school, it will
do not believe in the plan and
who do not believe that it can be have been successful.
Even if. neither of these possisuccessful.
However, we know1
that they will not be active in bilities is realized, the Brotherhood will continue to work for a
discouraging the program.
More
important is^ the proba- revised book system at Clemson.

^kib Above AlatltUtf
By F. X. WALLACE
HERE AND THERE:
Another week has gone by,
which means that we have only
about two left. We wish
that
there were some suitable way we
could show how elated we
are
over this thought, but we'll just
let it pass by saying yippie! . . .
Of course it all has it's dark aspect too . . . Old man exams is
just around the corner and if
everybody else is in the same boat
that we're in, there's an awful
lot of getting on the ball to be
done. Suffice to say that we don't
exactly relish the thought of
exams.
Haven't heard anything from
The Citadel yet, but we
have
heard from some gal in Anderson
who' said that we shouldn't be so
rude to the boys down there . . .
Wonder if she has a brother
there? . . . With this we shall
bid adieu to the feud with The
Citadel.
Wanted to say something about
the stuff Culp is putting out in
the Furman sheet, but we can't
find the proper words to describe
stinko.
For a laugh, listen to "No Letter. In The Mail Today" . . . Comes
over WAIM every afternoon about
2:45 . . . Some people actually
like it.
NO TIRES—NO GAS:
Wonder if anyone has thought
of what it's going to be like next
year around here on the weekends? . . , It's very definite that
our mobility will be impaired to a
much greater extent than it is
now. In good old plain language,
we ain't going
anywhere
next
year . . . Now here's the problem:
There are about 2,300 cadets here
at Clemson and most of those
2,300 will remain on the campus
during the week-ends. It Is
a
known fact that the amusement
facilities
here at Clemson
are
wholly inadequate.
Lining them
up, one can readily see that there
are very doggone few things one
can do. Number one, of course,
is the show, better known as
"Holtzy's Palace." Then there's
Doc's, where one can read a magazine or two. And finally we have
the bowling alleys. That's
just
about all we have, so if one has
seen the show and read all the
mags, he's out of luck.
What to
do about it? . . . For one thing.
an informal dance could be held
in the fieldhouse every Saturday
night with a fee of not over a
half a buck. Girls could be transported over here from the. "Zoo"
and Anderson and taken back after the
dance.
Several colleges
and universities have a very successful dance a week
program.
Such a program here at Clemson
Joel's first published work appeared in it when he was no
more than fourteen.
This work and play on the
plantation, the sweep of Shermany's army through Georgia,
the collapse of the little paper
and of his job, his subsequent
work in Macon, New Orleans and
Savannah, his rapid development
from a mere type-setter
to a
staff-writer, all these are vividly
set forth. Not until years after
the war, when he was working on
the Atlanta Constitution, did Mr.
Harris think of writing down some
of the Negro fables which he had
heard in boyhood. They were an
instant success. Their fame spread
around the world, and folklore
experts in Europe traced
their
origins to Arica and Asia. They
brought such men as Andrew Carnegie and James Whitcomb Riley
to Mr. Harris's suburban home in
Atlanta, they brought invitations
to the White House from President Theodore
Roosevelt.
The
story of the author who was so
bashful all his life that he couldn't
endure appearing in public
or
hearing his work praised, who ran
away from parties and public meetings, is a very human and delightul one.

would alleviate the situation considerably . . . The administratior.
would do well to spend some time
on the. solution of this problem
during the summer, because
if
conditions remain as they are nc'
year, Doc Milford will have 2
neurotics on his hands.
SUCCOTASH—(Half corn).
Since everyone should kn
little something about first
it would pay well to take he
the next few lines ... A groi
people was discussing first
problems. One of them, ap;
ently the leader of the discuss
asked, "What procedure
she
be followed if a man was c'
covered slumped over the wht
of his car, which was pulled ov^
to the side of the road?'' . . . Al
ter each one in the group hac.
stated what he would do,
the
questioner said, "You're all wrong
. . . First, feel the man's pulse
. . . If it's still going, apply a
tourniquet to his neck until it
stops . . . In, as little time as possible thereafter, jack up the car
and take the tires."
FROM THE COB:
While thumbing through several college papers, we came across
these and thought they were good
enough to reproduce. Saw a good
one in Esquire, but can't print it
without their permission, so we'll
have to do without lt.
"Do you neck with the lijhti
on or off?"
"Yes."
—The Collegian
And from the same paper:
Mary had a little dress,
Dainty, chic, and airy;
It didn't show the dirt a bit,
But oh how it showed Mary.
Are you discouraged about th«
war? If
so, be careful
about
saying so. A certain gentleman
we know heard a patron beefing
about the war effort in a saloon.
He hit the man with: fists, a
spittoon,
chairs, Irish whiskey,
and a framed picture of John L,
Sullivan.
—Newsweek
In the Atlanta Constitution, a
cartoon feature
is run
called
"Southern Oddities". ' The other
day a tombstone
was pictured
with the following epitaph:
Ma loved Pa,
Pa loved women.
Ma caught Pa
With one in swimmin'.
—Here lies Pa.
With that we'll call it a day
and sign off until a couple weeks.

1L
GaUefiaie
(leuleux
-,J
The University of Texas has
opened new chemical engineering
and petroleum engineering buildings this semester.
Students commuting from theii
homes to Massachusetts State College and back again, pile up 2,49';
miles each day.
Dr. Donald J. Cowling, president
of Carleton College, is Minnesota
chairman of the USO War Fund
campaign.
Longests biography In Who's
Who is that of Nicholas Murray
Butler,
president of Columbia
University—129 lines.
Another 25 per cent of the boy*
and girls think a formal engagement is best—the wedding to be
postponed for the duration.
Some of the debatable ponits
raised by the boys and, girls Include
the matter of finances, education
social life, possible injury or loss,
and general morale.
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Unit Commanders Register Cadets For Sugar
To Hold Ration
Books linfi
School Closes
Company commanders yesterday
completed the
registration of all
Clemson men more than eighteen
years old for the sugar rationing
program.
The regulation blanks
used
throughout the country in civilian
registration were used yesterday as
most of Clemsn's twenty-three hundred students signed up for their
first war-ration books.
Students less than eighteen were
advised to make sure that their parente registered them in their home
towns.
A ration book will be issued for
each student over eighteen, but
they will held by the business manager's office until the student ;s
discharged from school. Assistant
Business Manager
Hamilton Hill
explained
that the College had
been allotted enough sugar to supply the corps during the remaining
•weeks of school, and that the books
would be held in accordance with
rule ten of the outline below.
. Here are the rules for the ration
proram.
1. Prom time to time the Office
of Price Administration may issue
Orders rationing certain products.
After the dates indicated by such
Orders, these products can be purchased only through the use of War
Ration Books containing valid War
Ration Stamps.
2.
The Orders of the Office of
Price Administration will designate
the stamps to be used for the purchase of a particular rationed product, the period during which each
of these stamps may be used, and
the amounts which may be bought
with each stamp.
3. Stamps become valid for use
only when and as directed by the
Orders of the Office of Price Administration.
4. Unless otherwise announced,
the Ration Week is from Saturday
midnight to the following Saturday
midnight.
5. War Ration Stamps may be
used in any retail store in the United States.
6. War Ration Stamps may Vie
used only by or for the person named and described in the War Ration Book.
1. Every person must see that his
War Ration Book is kept in a safe
place and properly used. Parents
are responsible for the safekeeping
and use of their children's War Ratin Books.
8. When you buy any rationed
product, the proper stamp must be
detached in the presence of the
storekeeper, his
employee, or the
person making delivery on his behalf. If a stamp is torn out of the
War Ration Book in any other way
than above indicated,
it becomes
void. If a stamp is partly torn or
mutilated and more than one-half
of it remains in the
book, it is
valid. Otherwise it becomes void.
9. If your War Ration Book is
lost, destroyed, stolen, or mutilated,
you should report that fact to the
local Ration Board.
10. If you enter a hospital, or other institution, and
expect to be
there for more than 10 days, you
must turn your War Ration Book
over to the person in charge. It
will be returned to you upon your
request when you leave.

COLLEGE CAFE

Phi Kappa Phi
To Hold Formal
Initiation Tomorrow

Honor Guard In
Mayday Ceremon
At Breneau

Phi Kappa Phi, national honor- j
ary scholastic fraternity for sen- j
iors, will hold its formal initiation |
in the YMCA club room at 5 o'clock
tomorrow afternoon.
'
Three seniors were recently elected to this fraternity. They are O. B.
Cannon, general science, G. E. Williams, textiles, and R. ,S. Wood-1
hurst, architecture.

Seniors To Show
How To Spot
Enemy Aircraft
Seniors in industrial
education
will present a program on aircraft
spotting at the regular meeting of
the Anderson Kiwanis club at the
Calhoun hotel tonight.
Ernest Compton, of Greenwood,
and George Goblet, of Charleston
will have charge of the program.
They will show planes from enemy
and allied nations, and they will
erplain how these planes can be
recognized.
The planes are being made in
cooperation with the Navy department. Five hundred thousand of the
solid scale models are being made
in schools and colleges throughout
the nation. By the end of the semester Clemson will have finishod
its quota of planes.
Dean W. H. Washinton is chairman of the program committee.

New officers of the Fourth Regimental Staff, which has
its headquarters at Clemson, are, left to right, Regimental

Commander L.

S.

Ligon,

who

is Lieutenant

Colonel, Major J. E. Kellett, Captain L. H. Cary, and
1st Lieut. W. W. Forrester.

"The- Pride Of Clemson"
Offers this week a steak
dinner to this outstanding
Clemson Cadet

The Baptist Student Union Council will present its second annual
Mother's Day program at the regular morning service at the Baptist
church Sunday at 10:30.
Claude
Huhey will be in charge of the program.
Main talks will
be "Gods Love
and Mother" by A. C. Home, and
"Mother and What She Means to
Me" by Toby Hance. Also included on the program will be several
special musical selections.
"All cadets and visitrs to the
campus are invited to attend the
program," Hughey said.

Here are the new officers of the Clemson student chapter of the American Society of Civil Engineers. They
are, left to right, Bill Bristol, corresponding secretary,
President Herb Minnis, Vice-President Johnny Withers,
and LaVerne Pyles, secretary-treasurer.

Americans Tougher
Than Britishers
Iowa City, Iowa.— (ACP) —The
average American draftee is a
pretty healthy fellow, stouter and
stronger than his contemporary in
the English army, Prof. C. H. McLoy of the University of Iowa physical education department, asserts.
Professor McLoy, now doing research work for the airmy air!
corps, declared "English youths
aren't nearly as well developed as
Americans of the same age.
"Our boys show better reflexes
and quick reactions and are much
heavier through the chest and
shoulders."

Palm Beach Formals And Suits
See Them At—

HOKE SLOAN'S

11. When a person dies, his War
Ration Book must be returned to
the local Ration Board, in accordance with the Regulations.
12. If you have any complaints,
questions, or difficulties regarding
your War Ration
Book, consult
your local Board.

$14.50 and SI 9.50
New Spring Merchandise Arriving.
TIES—SHIRTS—SOCKS
"I am Ready For Taps Ball, Are You?"

SOME PICTURES TO BE SHOWN AT CLEMSON
INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING:
May 7—Kings Row, Anne Sheridan.
May 8.9—We Were Dancing, Norma Shearer.
May 8-9—Hellszapoppin, Olsen, Martha Ray.

May 13-14—Invaders.
May 14-15—How Green Was My Valley.

THANKING OUR FRIENDS

Regular Dinners
and Short
Orders
George Cavalaris, Owner
Member of IPTAY

John A. Hopkins, associate professor of economics and socialogy
at Iowa State College, left recently 'to make an industrial survey of
Argentina.

We Need Every College Man
In Officers' Training
• To Man the Mightiest Air Army in the World
Make Your Choice This
Week For Present or fututo
Officers' Training
IF your blood boils at the very
thought of an enslaved world s J I

May 12-13—Gentlemen After Dark.

We Serve Western
Steaks Exclusively

crans, F. H. Taylor, O. B. Nutt,
J. P. LaMaster, L. O. Van Blaricom, and J. M. Stepp.
In the school of chemistry are
J. H. Hobson, H. A. Bernhardt,
and Peter Carodemus.
The school of general science
summer faculty men are M. E.
Bradly, J. D. Lane, J. C. Green,
S. M. Martin, J. E. Hunter, D.
C. Sheldon, J. E. Ward, E. E.
Waite, Rev. S. J. L. Crouch, T. E.
Brandon, O. P. Rhyne, A. R.Reed,
L. D. Huff, J. C. Hendricks, I. P.
Orens, E. Vandivere, A. G. Holmes
and F. M. Kinard.
From the school of engineering:
H. E, Glenn, F. T. Tingley, and
D. H. Shenk.
A. E. McKenna teaches from the
school of textiles.
In the school of education are
W. H. Washington, L. R. Booker,
J. B. Monroe, F. E. Kirkley, B.
H. Stribling, W. G. Grandall, J.
L. Brock, and Z. H. Burns.

>Mk With

May 11-12—Remember The Day

President of Tiger
Brotherhood

Seven visiting professors from
other institutions Will be added to
the list of forty-one Clemson professors for the first session
of
summer school, to begin June 1
and operate through July 11, Professor F. M. Kinard, coordinator
of the summer school, said.
The seven visiting teachers include B, R. Turner, of the state
department of education; J. C.
Holler, of Anderson; . Mrs. Martha
L. Willison, of the Parker School
District, Greenville; Mrs. L. T.
Hudgens, of Boys High, Anderson;
Cecil W. Dowling, of the State
Highway Safety Education Division; C. W. Lockwood, superintendent of Lancaster schools,' and
Mrs. Florence Harris, of the National Bureau of Beauty Council,
Chicago.
From the Clemson school of
agriculture, the summer school
professors are; G H. Collins, E. R.
University of Wisconsin students Hauser, W. B. Aull, D. B. Rosenwho attended the 1942 junior prom
Two hundred sailors are studying
went without corsages to buy more
than $500 worth of defense stamps. in a naval radio code and communication school established for the
Brenau, is Clemson's honorary ca- navy at the University of Wisconsin.
det colonel .this year.

BSU Plans Program
For Mother's Day

May 11—Virginia.

BOB BUCHANAN

William A. Jernigan, Jr., son of
Mr. W. A. Jernigan of 1115 Jarrott Street, Florence, S. C., nas
successfully completed his advanced aircraft
carrier flight
training at the Naval Air Station
here and has been appointed ensign in the U. S. Naval Reserve.
Ensign Jernigan now wears the
Navy's coveted "Wings of Gold"
which he was presented at impressive graduation exercises by
Captain G. F. Bogan, USN, commanding officer.
Prior to enlisting for naval
flight training, Jernigan attended
Clemson College in 1938-39-40.
He was introduced
to
naval
aviation at the Naval Reserve
Aviation Base at Miami and was
sent to Jacksonville, Fla., for advanced training. Then he was selected for special instruction in
takeoffs and landings from aircraft carriers here.
Now a fullfledged naval aviator, Ensign Jernigan can expect
active duty with the fleet following a short leave of absence.

Seven Visiting Profs To Teach
In Summer School This Year
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A Clemson honor guard commanded by Cadet Lt. Col. M. R.
Hunter will take part in the annual Mayday exercises to be held
at Breneau College, Gainesville,
Georgia, this week-end. The guard
is composed of two 'squads of eight
men each, the second regimental
color guard, which will carry the
national flag and the Georgia state
flag, and three buglers who will
play fanfares for the ceremony.
This guard was requested by the
Breneau junior class which is in
charge of the festival.
The members of the honor guard
are; Vivian Moses, Herbert Moses,
Walker Gardiner. Ben Chestochowski, W. B. Cothran, Walter Hughes,
Lee Milford, Frank Thames, Larry
Coker, Dick Morrow, W. M. Hobson, John Derrick, Dick Sosnowski,
Leonard Rogers, Theo Gage, James
Barton, Robert Liner, and John
McRae, and buglers John Sanders,
Dick Rambke, and Kenneth Pruitt.
Miss Wylene Poole, junior at

Jernigan Completes
Naval Air Training

"During the past few years the program and services of the Clemson College
Young Men's Christian Association have developed and increased in a remarkable
manner. The Y. M. C. A. Auditorium was enalrged, the gym was converted into an
education auditorium and the Field House and physical education building were made
available for company athletics and intramural sports with the College, the Athletic
Association and the Y. M. C. A. as departments of the College, cooperating.
Many organizations have made it possible for us to have such an inclusive
program at Clemson. We would like to pay our compliments and to express our thank3
to the following: The Senior Class, The Junior Class, The Sophomore Class, The
Freshman Class, The Faculty, The Tiger Staff, the Blue Key, the Tiger Brotherhood,
the Y. M. C. A. Cabinet, The Senior, Junior, Sophomore and Freshman Y. M. C. A.
Councils, the Young People's Organizations o the campus churches, all the grades of
the alhoun-Clemson School, the U. D. C, the D. A. R., Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, the
boys of the basketball teams of the campus, the organizations fiom the High Schools
of Pendleton and Central, the Clemson Garden Clubs, the Red Cross, the Auxiliaries
of the Campus hurches, the 22 companies of the ollege adet orps, the ompany Commanders, the Staff Officers, the First Sergeants, the Collectors of the Tigers to be
sent to Clemson men in Service, the A. and R. Officers, the athletic teams, the basketball team, the freshman basketball team, Varsity and Freshman foobtall squads, the
base ball team, the volley ball team, the tennis team, the track team, the swimming
team, the Block "C" Club, the Minor "C" Club, the Wtnthrop Daughters, the American
Legion Auxiliary, Alpha Zeta, Tau Beta Pi, Phi Psl, A. S. M. E„ A. I. E. E„ Clemson
College Glee Club, Animal Husbandry, Dairy Club, Horticultural Society, many other
fraternities and honor societies.
The Advisory Board of the Y. M. C. A. and the Y. M. C. A. Cabinet have directed the work and service. The employed staff have done much "behind the scenes"
and have tried to encourage the student leaders and wprkers. More than a hundred
letters from Clemson men in the XJ. S. Service indicate that "The Tiger" and Clemson
"Y" News is appreciated.
Please send a card or letter giving change of address. Also if you care to have
"The Tiger'' sent to you. We will keep you on the mailing list.
Signed:
CLEMSON COLLEGE Y. M. C. A.

If Jap treachery and Nazi savagery
make you see red and itch for a gun
—calm yourself with the promise
that we shall pay them back with compound interest!
We shall—and you as a college
man now have the opportunity of
serving as a Flying Officer—a Bombardier, Navigator or Pilot—with
that branch of service which will do
that paying back in person—the U. S.
Army Air Forces!
Under the new Army Air Force
Reserve Plan—if you are a Senior or
wish to leave school—apply now for
your Aviation Cadet training;
You and your friends can share
together the work and fun of flight
training, and after approximately 8
months—earn the right to be flying
officers in the IL S. Army Air Forces!
On the other hand, if you are a
Freshman, Sophomore or Junior—
you can, if you like, continue your
studies under the Deferred Service
Plan of the Army Air Forces—and
become better prepared for Officers'
Training later.

New Simplified Requirements
To qualify you must be 18 to 26
(inclusive), physically fit—and pass
a new, simplified mental test which
college men find easy*

THREE ENLISTMENT PLANS
FOR COLLEGE MEN
Juniors—Sophomores—Freshmen
May Continue Their Education

1. A new plan allows Juniors,
Sophomores and Freshmen, aged
18 to 26, inclusive, to enlist in the
Air Force Enlisted Reserve and
continue their schooling, provided
they maintain satisfactory scholastic standing.
All College Men May Enlist
for Immediate Service

2. All college students may enlist
as privates in the Army Air Forces
(unassigned) and serve there until their turns come for Aviation
Cadet training.
3. All college students may enlist
in the Air Force Enlisted Reserve
and wait until ordered to report
for Aviation Cadet training.
Upon graduation or withdrawal
from college, men will be assigned
to active duty at a training center
as facilities become available.
If the necessity of war demands,
the deferred status in the Army
Reserve may be terminated at any
time by the Secretary of War;
The new' Army Air Force Enlisted Reserve Plan Is port of an over-all Army
Enlisted Reserve Corps program shortly
to be announced. This program will
provide opportunities for college men
to enlist in other branches of the Army
on a deferred basis and to continue
their education through graduation if
a satisfactory standard of work is
Maintained. In case of necessity the
Secretary of War shall determine when
they may be called to active duty.
It Is understood that men so enlisted
will have the opportunity of competing
for vacancies in officer's candidate
schools.
This plan has been approved In the
belief that continuance of education will
develop capacities for leadership. (Re*
serve enlistment will not alter regulations
regarding established R. O. T. C. plans.)

When you are ready—and facilities are ready—you begin as an

Aviation Cadet at $75 a month, with
expenses paid.
If you have majored in science or
engineering you can try for a
commission in the ground crew—in
Armament, Communications, Engineering, Meteorology, Photography j
As a Second Lieutenant on active
duty, your pay ranges from $183 to
$245 a month;

80% Have Won Commissions
Due to thorough training—about
four out of every five Aviation Cadets
this past year received Second Lieutenants' commissions—of which 67%
are now flying officers.
The tremendous expansion of the
Air Forces shoul3 assure rapid advancement in all branches. And after
the war—you'll be ready for the evergrowing opportunities in aviation.

Settle Your Service Now
The years ahead are war years—and
every college man should make his
plans accordingly.
To make'America supreme in the air
we need every college man who can
qualify for active or deferred service.
So take advantage now of this option. You may never again have such
opportunities.
<'
See your Faculty Air Force Advisor
for information and help with details.
Join the thousands of America's college men who are enlisting this week!
NOTE: If you are under 21, you will need
your parents' or guardian's
consent. Birth certificates
and three letters of recom^ mendation will be required
of all applicants. Obtain
the forms and send them
*& home today.

SEE YOUR FACULTY AIR FORCE ADVISOR FOR FULL INFORMATION
{Or Apply to Your Local Recruiting and Induction Station)
ARMY RECRUITING AND INDUCTION STATIONS ARE IN THE FOLLOWING CITIES:
COLUMBIA
CHARLESTON
AVIATION CADET EXAMINING BOARDS ARE LOCATED IN THE FOLLOWING CITIESj
CHARLESTON
COLUMBIA
J^THE SPECIAL EXAMINING BOARDS WILL VISIT CLEMSON MAY 11—1)8

SFARTANBURG
SPARTANBURG
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THESE MEN HAVE THEIR WINGS—

D. M. Petty, Jr.

J. G. Kelly, Jr.

aSs****"******^

' Jimmy Palmer, male vocalits with Bobby Byrne, is the
the oldest member of the Byrne outfit—he's all of twen- I
ty-six years old. Palmer, who once played a week with I
Ben Bernie, can play a little trumpet, can dance pro- ji
f essionally, and is something of mimic as well as a singer. Teamed with Dorothy Claire, Palmer should go over i
big with Clemson men.
#j

R R. McLeod, Jr.

L

H. McKeown

Dick Farrell, featured drummer in the band, hasn't yet
turned twenty-one, and already he has the orchestra
world excited about his drum beating. Five feet, eight
inches tall, Dick weighs 133 pounds and has black hair
and brown eyes. One of his hobbies is collecting souvenirs
from each spot the band plays.

Captain Bill Thompson, Clemson graduate now stationed at Shaw Field near Sumter, explains the new officers
training program to members of the Tiger track team:
left to right: Whitey Graham, Calvin Griffin, Jack

Pictured above are the Strawberry Leaf
initiates, honor forensic organization. Left
to right, front row, Jimmy Henderson,

Richards, George Fritts, Howard Copeland, Homer Williams, Paul Aughtry, and (kneeling at right) John
Dickson,

Dorothy Claire

Pictured above are the newly elected officers of The Calhoun Forensic Society,
literary organization. Front row, left to
right are Walt Goggans, president; Ed
Osbornew first, vice-president* Jimmy

Claude Hipp, Ed Osborne, and Ben Hudnail. Back row, Harry Mays, Dick Breeland, and Johnny Bolt.

Henderson, secretary and treasurer. Back
row, left to right are Claude Hipp, corre.
sponding secretary, Harry Mays, second
vice-president; and George LaBrasca,
sergeant-at-arms.
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Roosters Take State Track Meet

SPORT

Fennell And Franklin Break
Records In Pole Vault,
By BOB MOISE

11

The king is dead. All hail the king! Hats off to an
excellent University of South Carolina track team that
gave Clemson's cinder Tigers their first defeat in the state
meet in five years. The Gamecocks were just too much to
swallow this time, and they deserve the credit. The score:
USC—75 1-2 ; Clemson 44;—40 1-2; Furnian 5.
Our baby Tigs came through in fine fashion, however,
as they ran up a count of 83 points to PC's 49 and Carolina's
30. "Red" McCown, Tig frosh, turned in a superb performance as he heaved the javelin 196'11" to better the
standing freshman mark of 1747".
His throw was the
more remarkable for the fact that it bettered the varsity
record of 184' 9 1-2" set bv Clemson's Blackwell in 1935.
FENNELL, FRANKLIN SHINE AGAIN
Captain Cleo Fennell did what was expected of him
as he bettered his own state record of 13' 1" by three
inches. His jump of 13' 4" is the best that he has ever
jumped in competition and Clemson is glad that it
came while the blue chips were down.
It's a high
mark to shoot at, and it's a fitting grand finale to one
of Tigertown's greatest athletes who rang down the
curtain on three years of outstanding intra-state competition. Fennell is now gunning for the conference
crown.
Sophomore Harry Franklin ran the half mile in 58.2
-seconds which was faster than it has been run in the meet
since Clemson's Carter Newman set the record of 59.2 seconds in 1926. Man! That's traveling.
Franklin will also take a shot at the conference record
as he accompanies Fennell, Johnny Beckett, and Frank
Leitner to the championship games.
MORE MARKS FALL
Two other records fell as "Scooter" Rucks clipped 0.2
seconds from the mark of 50.2 seconds set by PC's Bill
Clark in 1935, and Carolina's mile relay team by Riley, and
composed of Rice, Bloih, Rucks, and Riley broke the mark
of 3 minutes 27 seconds set by Bradley, Winget, Yorout,
and Clark of PC in 1934. The Gamecocks ran the distance
in 3 minutes 24.3 seconds.
OTHER TIGER STARS
Not to be overlooked are six Tiger stars who finished
their varsity careers at Clinton. Johnny Beckett, a
fine miler and two miler, came second only to PC's
Larry Aiken in his events. George Fritts took second
in the discus and third in the shot put. "Whitey" Graham missed his last chance at the quarter mile mark as
he saw Rucks finish ahead of him to set a new mark.
•'Boo" Lachicotte took fourth in both the 440 and220
yard dashes, and Jack Richards played second fiddle
only to Cleo Fennell. Gene Johnston took fourth in
the javelin.
John Dickson lost the 100 yard dash to Riley of South
Carolina again as Riley fell short of the record in 10 seconds
flat. Big John was forced into third place by Riley and
Rucks in USC in the 220.
Fred Morgan managed a third in the high hurdles, Milton Berry did likewise in the mile run, and "Stick" Riley
duplicated their feat in the two mile run.
RATS GO TO TOWN
Our "Rats" took nine of 14 individual firsts for the
lion's share of the frosh meet. Besides Red McCown
Jack Deas of Charleston, and Jess Bullard of Columbia,
were the baby Tiger mainstays. Deas took the mile,
the 880, and second in the two mile run for high scoring honors. Bullard copped the 440 and the broad jump.
J. R. Clark of Walhalla, also took two firsts as he
won the high and low hurdles.
Charlie Mulwee of
Charlotte, took first in the discu throw as did "Peewee" Thornhill in the two mile.
END BASEBALL TOMORROW
The baseball team winds up the season tomorrow _ in
Columbia aginst South Carolina with no chance of taking
the state championship. Winston Holliday will probably
pitch and will be trying for his eighth win against one loss
as he pitches his final game of three good varsity seasons.
In the last two games against Wofford, the Bengals hit
the ball hard and fielded well to win by sizeable margins.
Holliday pitched at Clemson, and Bill Martin, soph lefthander," hurled good ball in Spartanburg to win.
Homer Coker, sophomore right-fielder, has been hitting
the ball more consistently than any of his mates and leads
the hitting parade. Captain Joe Blalock has been consistently good in the field and at the bat.
In spite of what we did and didn't do, the Tigs finished
ahead of Furman and Carolina, thangawd.
GOLFERS
The Carolina Gamecocks added the state golf
championship to their trophy case Saturday. The Citadel was second and Clemson third.
The Gamecock
team, composed of Dixon, Tobias, Stasica (my Gawd,
does that man play everything?) and Davis turned in a
team score of 646 to Citadel's 660 and Clemson's 678.
It was Citadel's first loss in the state tourney in
three years.
Carolina's Dixon was low man with a
score of 150. Eddie Bright, number one Tiger stroker,
came close behind with a card of 152. Bright led the
field during the morning rounds, but ran into trouble
as he shot an eight on the par four 14th, and was overtaken by Dixon.
The Tiger team with scores are: Bright 152, Rader
165, Alexander 172, and Rollins 189.

By Jim Austell
Clemson was forced to second
place in the annual state track
meet this week to end the Tiger's
reign of three years as state
champions. A strong University.
of South Carolina team collected
a total of 75 and 1-2 points to
Clemson's 44, with Presbyterian
coming in third with 41 and 1-2
points.
Pour new records were" set in
the fast and exciting meet: two
by Clemson and two by Carolina.
Cleo Fennell set a new height of
13 ft. 4 in. in the pole vault,
breaking his last year's record of
13 ft. 1 in. He attempted a higher mark but his pole broke, and he
was forced to stop. The oldest
record broken was the sixteenyear-old time of l min. 59.9 sec.
in the half mile which Franklin
broke with 1 min. 58.2 sec. Rucks
of Carolina set a new time of 50
seconds in the 440, and the Gamecock mile relay I team, consisting
of Rucks. Riley, Rice, and' Blouin,
lowered the record in that even to
3 min. 24.3 sec.
The outstanding event of the
day was the two mile run between Clemson's Beckett and P.
C.'s Aiken. Beckett lead the race
until the last lap when Aiken's
sprinting put him across first with
a comfortable lead. Aiken also
won the mile.
The 100 and 220 yard "dashes
were close events. ■ Riley and
Rucks took first and second places
in the 220 forcing Dickson and
Lachicotte to third and fourth
places. Dickson pushed Riley in
the 100, but Riley put on extra
speed in the end to break the
tape. Clemson took second and
third places in the 440 with
"Whitey'' Graham coming in second and Lachicotte third.
Krixonak defeated Fritts in both
the shot and the discus.
Fritts
got second in the discus, but only
third in the shot, as Nowak took
the second place points for Carolina. Crawford of Carolina took
first in the javelin.
Presbyterian took first and second places in both the high and
broad jumps. In the broad jump
Blake sailed a distance of 22 ft.
5.5 in., which was only a few
inches farther than Clemson's Ivey
reached last year. Ivey was, unable to compete this year because
of an injured leg. Clemson placed
in neither event this year.
Little from Carolina copped top
honors in the high and low hurdles and third in the high jump
to give him individual high scoring honors.
The state meet closed track season for all the Tigers except.Fennel, Franklin, Beckett,' and Leitner, who are planning to compete
in the annual Southern Conference meet, May 15 and 16, at the
Duke University.

The summary:
High jump: Adams (PC)
and
McMurray (PC) tied for first, 5
feet 9 1-2 inches; Chamis (South
Carolina) 5 feet 2 1-2
jnches;
Blake (South Carolina) and Orr
(South Carolina) tied for fourth
at 5 feet, 7 1-2 inches.
One mile
run:
Aiken
(PC)
Beckett
(Clemson);
Robinson
Furman; Berry (Clemson). Time,
4 minutes 39.5 seconds.
440 yard dash: Rucks (South
Carolina:
Graham
(Clemson);
Hartsfield (PC) Lachicotte (Clemson), Time, 50 seconds (new re'cord).
Shot
put:
Krivonak (South
Carolina), 45 feet 9 1-2 inches; C.
D. Nowak (South Carolina)
45
feet, 7 3-8 inches; Fritts (Clemson) 43 feet 1 5-8 inches;
Farry
(Furman) 42 feet 6 7-8 inches.
100 yard dash:
Riley
(South
Carolina); Dickson (Clemson; McCommons (PC); Crawford (South
arolina. Time 10 seconds.
120 yard high hurdles:
Little
(South Carolina), Blake (PresbyCarolina). Dickson (Clemson); McMurray (PC); Time 16-2 seconds.
Pole vault: Fennel! Clemson) 13
feet 4 inches; Richards (Clemson)
11 feet 6 inches; Jacobs (PC). Ataway (South Carolina' and Mann
(Clemson) tied for third at 11 feet
(New record).
880 yard dash: Franklin (Clem
(South Carolina);
son); Blouin
Rice (South Carolina); Orr, Clemson. Time 1 minute, 58.2 seconds.
(New record).
Discus: Krivonak (South Carolina) 113 feet, 9 inches;
Fritts
(Clemson) 129 feet, 6 inches;
Bauer (South Carolina), 126 feet;
Collier (Presbyterian College), 125
feet, 8 inches.
220-yard
dash.: Riley
(South
Carolina);- Rucks (South Carolina) ; Dickson, (Clemson); Lachicotte (Clemson). Time, 22.1 seconds.
Broad jump: Blake (PC) 22 feet,
5 1-2 inches; Rollins
(PC)
22
feet; Little (South Carolina)
20
feet, 4 inches;
Chamis
(South
Carolina) 19 feet, 9 3-4 inches.
Two mile run:
(PC) Beckett
(Clemson; Riley (Clemson); Williams (PC). Time, 10 minutes, 25.3
seconds.
Javelin: Craword (South Carolina) 177 feet, 6 inches; Kanian
(South Carolina) 165 feet, 8 inches; Seel (Furman) 158 feet, 10
inches; Johnston (Clemson)
152
feet, 3 inches.
220 low hurdles: Little (South
Carolina); Attaway (South Carolina); Bllake (PC). Time 25.3 seconds. (No fourth runner).
Mile relay: Won by South Carolina (Riley, Rice, Blouin, Rucks),
Clemson
second,
Presbyterian
third. Time 3 minutes, 24 seconds. (New record.)

Freshmen Win Track Title For
Second Straight Year, PC Second
Clemson won the freshman title
for the second straight year, by
amassing a total of 83 points.
Presbyterian was second with 49,
and South Carolina^ third with 30.
McCOWN
The high spot of the freshman
meet was the feat of Clemson's
Red McCown, who not only bettered the freshman record of 174
feet, 7 inches, in the javelin, but
topped the varsity record of 184
feet, 9 1-2 inches, set by Blackwell, of Clemson, in 1935.
McCown's mark was 196 feet, 11
inches.
SUMMARY
1—Shot put: Jacobs (PC) first,
40 feet, 8 inches; Riddle (PC)
second, 38 feet, 7 inches; Rhea
(Clemson)
third, 37 feet, 61-4
inches; Leavell (Carolina) fourth,
37 feet, 6 inches.
2—High jump. Atwell (PC) first,
5 feet, 6 3-4
inches;
Brimm
(Clemson) second, 5 feet, 5 3-4
inches;
Mote
(Carolina)
and
Hunter (Clemson), tied for third
at 5 feet. 3 inches.
3—One mile run: Deas {Clemson), first;
Halshall (Carolina)
second;
Brogdon
(PC)
third;
Woodward
(Clemson)
fourth.
Time. 4 minutes, 53.1 seconds.
4—440-yard
dash:
Bullard
(Clemson) first; Manley (Clemson) second;
Floyd
(Carolina)
third;
Warren
Walkup
(PC)
fourth. Time 53.1 seconds.
5—Pole vault: Mote (Carolina)
first, 10 feet 9 inches; Rion (Carolina) second, 10 feet 6 inches;
Rhea
(Clemson)
and
Rutland
(Carolina) tied for third at 10
feet three inches.

6— 100-yard dash: Britt
(PC)
first; Morgan (Clemson) second;
Paschall (Carolina) third; Wallace Walkup (PC) fourth. Time
10.3 seconds.
7—120-yard high hurdles: Clark
(Clemson)
first;
March (PC)
-second; Seacord (Clemsn) third;..
Trescott (Clemson) fourth. Time
16.8 seconds.
8—Discus:
Mulwee
(Clemson)
first, 111 feet 1 inch; Riddle (PC)
second, 109 feet 8 inches; Mote
(Carolina) third, 93 feet;
Rion
(Carolina) fourth, 92 feet.
9—880-yard run: Deas (Clemson) first; Mcllwain (Clemson)
second; Brimm (Clemson) third:
Teas (PC) fourth. Time 2 minutes 9.5 seconds.
10—220-yard
dash:
Wallace
Walkup (PC)
first; Britt (PC)
second; Morgan (Clemson) third;
Rion (Clemson) fourth. Time 23.3
seconds.
11—Two mile
run:
Thornhill
(Clemson) first; Deas (Clemson)
second;
Woodward
(Clemson)
third; Brogdon (PC) fourth. Time
12 minutes 3 seconds.
12—220-yard low hurdles: Clark
(Clemson) first; Rion (Carolina)
second; Seacord (Clemson) third;
Marsh (PC) fourth.
Time 27.8
seconds.
13 — Javelin throw: McCown
(Clemson) first. 196 feet 11 inches
(new record); Paschall (Carolina)
second; 152 feet 6 inches; Jacobs
(PC)
third, 148 feet 3 inches;
Maya (Carolina) fourth, 146 feet
5 inches.
14r—Broad jump: Bullard (Clemson) first, 21 feet 2 inches; Britt

CALHOUN HOTEL and COFFEE SHOP

ROBERT B. MOISE, Editor

FIVE

Freshmen End
Baseball Season
Here This Week
Farrow Pitches
To Win For Clemson

Captain Cleo Fennell and Harry Franklin, soph
half miler have a general round of congratulations as each compliments his teammate on
breaking the state record in hi sevent. Fennell

pole vaulted 13' 4" to better his own mark of
13' 1'' set last year. Franklin broke the half mile
record set in 1926 by Carter Newman of Clemson.

Clemson's frosh baseballers wound
up their season this week with Orr
Mills, defeating the boys from Anderson by a score of 9-5. Farrow,
on the mound for the Tigers after
relieving Strasser, received credit
for the win.
The frosh had a season record of
eight victories and two
defeats,
bowing only to Oconee Mills of
Westminster and Brevard College
of Brevard, N. C.
In the first game of the doubleheader with Brevard, Strasser hurled a 5-3 win as his mates gave
him good support in the field.
Farrow was the losing
Tiger
pitcher in the nightcap as the team
fielding fell below par before the
bats of the Brevarders.
Journeying to Westminster, the
baby Tigers dropped their second
in a row and final loss of the season. Parthemus and Strasser were
shelled badly and were relieved
by Gillespie who pitched the best
game of tball for the Bengals, but
the husky shortstop was unable to
complete quiet the heavy hitting
Mill team.
"Hank" Sullivan, frosh football
star and catcher for the baby Bengals, has been a mainstay on the
team. Besides being an excellent
fielder, Sullivan was one of the
heaviest hitters on the squad.
Farrow, Strasser, and Parthemus
were the starting pitchers, and all
were capable performers.
Four Cubs, Sullivan, Fischer, Davis, and Bullard hit for the circuit
and these men will bear watching.
Joe Sherman, Clemson publicity
man who was a Tiger diamond performer while here, coached the.
Bengals.

Tigers Close Baseball Season
In Game With Birds Tomorrow LSD Freshmen Are
Holliday Lined Up
As Probable Pitcher
Clemson's luckless baseballers invade Columbia and the University
of South Carolina ' tomorrow as
they close the season in a return
intra-state game. Winston Holliday,
number one hurler, may do the
mound duties although he has a
sore arm and may have to be substituted for by Joe Blalck or Luther
Rentz.
The Tigers are definitely out of
the running for the state title as
they dropped their Wednesday encounter with Furman, 7-1.
Winston Holliday handcuffed a
weak Wofford nine to win his
seventh against but one loss at
Clemson. The Clemsons then journeyed to Spartanburg where lefty
Bill Martin scattered nine Wofford
hits to best Bob ppps on the mound
for Wofford. The Tigers-12, Wofford-3.
The Furman game was close until
the seventh when the Baptists added three runs to a 2-1 lead to set
up the stage for two more in the
eighth and ninth. Bill Martin started for the Tigers, but was relieved by Luther Rentz in the seventh.
Hilliard went the route for Furman
and pitched steady ball, never being in danger.
Homer Coker, soph right fielder,
is well ahead of his mates in the
hitting department. Bob Berry and
Red Belk are in number two and
three spots and have both been
consistly good in the field.
The Tigers started the season
with prospects good for an excellent season, but they dropped
several games by one run margins,
three of them being ten inning
heartbreakers, which put a dent
in the won-lost column. PC, Furman, and Newberry extended the

USO Campaign
Start Monday
On Monday, the largest USO
War Fund campaign will be
launched, devoted to serving the
spiritual,
recreational,
welfare
and social needs of the men and
women in the armed forces, president Robert Franklin Poole has
been appointed chairman of the
Oconee County committee.
Dr. Poole said, "The civilians of

this great nation are being called
upon to support innumerable undertakings that require tremendous financial backing,' but all of
them are not worthy, but are essential to the victorious conclusion of this war. It is always
good to remember that everything
you contribute to these organizations go for the express purpose
of protecting what you have left.
"The sacrifices may be great,
but do not for a moment lose
sight of the fact that a defeat
would be far greater," he said.

Figures released by Jeanne Parrish, assistant dean of women at
Bengals to the tenth frame and Kent State University, reveal that
finally shoved across the winning university coeds earned almost $24,markers.
255 last year.

Getting Smarter
University, La.— (ACP) —Freshman intelligence is showing an
"upward trend" at Louisiana State
University; according to figures
released after a survey of the
freshman division by Dr. E. Donald Sisson, assistant professor of
psychology, and Delton C. Beir,
graduate student.
Rising from .246 in 1933 to .335
today, the increase occurred after
1936. when the number of new
students began to decrease, the report points out. Although the averages of men and women have
both shown improvement, the women's averages are higher and
the men's averages have shown a
greater degree of rise.
During the nine-year period 13,302 freshman students were tested
at the university.

(PC) second, 20 feet, 6 inches;
Rhea (Clemson)
third, 19. feet
1 1-2 inches; Maya (SO fourth,
19 feet, 1 inch.
15—Relay: Won by Presbyterian
(Wallace Walkup, Warren Walkup, Britt, Jacobs; Clemson second
Manly, Clark, W. D. McCown,
Bullard).
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L.C. MARTIN
DRUG COMPANY, Inc.
P. S. McCOLLUM, Owner-

Official College Book And Supply Store
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MOTHER'S DAY CARDS
MOTHER'S DAY CANDY
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Byrne Plays For Taps Ball This Week-End
Series To Honor South Carolina Forests May Play
Senior Staff
Important Role As Motor Fuel
Of Yearbook

Sophomores Must Sign With Army
Enlisted Reserve Or No ROTC
All rising juniors must enlist ',r\
the Enlisted Army Reserve before
they may enter the advanced course
of ROTC. the War Department has
announced.
"For the duration of the present
emergency,
enlistment of- ROTC
students (except
in the Medical
Corps units) in the Army' .enlisted
Reserve will be made a prerequisite
for enrollment in the ROTC advanced course,"
a letter to the
Commandant says. .''Students who
have not reached their 18th birthday will not be enlisted in the Enlisted Reserve Corps but may be
enrolled in the
ROTC advanced
course upon signing an agreement
to enlist upon reaching the age of
18." The above provisions will apply
to all students who have, .not been
selected tor the advanced course
and Who have not yet signed a contract.
Advanced course, students
who are already under contract will

be encouraged to enlist in the Enlisted Reserve Corps.
The War Department says that
the following will govern in the
case of students enlisted in the Enlisted Reserve
Corps: "Students
who^are separated from college for
any reason pVipr to graduation with
the class with which they would
normally graduate will be ordered
to active duty immediately, provid-.
ed they have no valid reasons for
deferment.
Colonel H. M. Pool said that no
sophomores will be signed up This
semester for the advanced course
in view of this new order. Either
the student will have to return during the summer months and sign
up' or will sign
upon his return
to Clemson next fall. For sopnomores who are
under 21, blanks
have been provided by the Commant's office to obtain their parents permission.

Episcopal Banquet
To End Year's Work

County Democrats
Name Washington

Episcpal students will attend a
banquet in the Parish House on
May 14th at 6:15 p. m. The Canterbury Club will close its year's
work at this meeting.
Canterbury
Crosses
will
be
awarded to those students who
have earned
them by attendance
and interest in the club work and
the activities of the Episcopal students during the past year.

W. H. Washington, dean of school
of education, has been elected as
one of the delegates from Oconee
County to the State Democratic
Convention. He was also appointed
to serve as a member of the committee to arrange for the Democratic primary in this county.
Last week the local Democratic
club elected Dean Washington a
member of the county executive
committee.

Betheo Granted
Commission In
Army Air Corps

Clemson Graduate
Receives Promotion

Navigation Cadet Charles J. Bethea, agricultural engineering '41
of McColl, was recently commissioned a second lieutenant in
the army air corps at Turner
Field, Albany, Ga.
While at Clemson, Betnea was
vice-president of the
American
Society of Agricultural Engineers.

Lieutenant William M. McGinty,
general science '40 of Clemson, has
been promoted to the rank of first
lieutenant. He entered the service
last August and is now stationed
with the 30th Division at Fort Jackson.
Following his graduation here,
McGinty attended the University
of Virginia, receiving his masters
degree there last year.

These seven girls will be the sponsors for the
senior Taps staff at the annual Taps Ball this
week-end. They are Miss Jackie Wellborn, of Anderson, for Editor Jimmie Dixon; Miss Jane
Dixon, of Spartanburg, for Business Manager
Mack Alman; Miss Adelaide Thomson, of Abbeville, for Art Editor Pinky Woodhurst; Miss Caro-

YMCA To Hold
Gathering Monday
On Monday the YMCA will hold
a fellowship gathering at the "Y"
cabin on the Seneca River at 6; 45
P. M. Three hundred faculty men,
leaders in the YMCA and churches,
members of the freshmen, sophomore, junior and
senior YMCA
councils; and young people's organizations on the campus will attend.
Mr. Joe Sherman is in chare of
the creation,
and Mr. Romaine
Smith will handle the music.

Kentucky Professor
Designs Sticker
COMPANY,

INC.

AN INVESTMENT IN
GOOD APPEARANCE
26 S. Main St.

Greenville, S. C.

CLEMSON STUDENTS
ARE ALWAYS WELCOME AT

- Lexington, Ky.— (ACP)—Dr. Herman Lee Donovan,
president of
the University of Kentcky has designed a sticker to be used 7by
educational institutions orft their
mailing material, urging prospective students to prepare while they
wait for a call to their country's
services, pointing out that "education is defense," and that they
can best serve their country, during the period of waiting, by going to college.
A number of colleges "have adopted the insignia as a standard slogan for the duration of the war
and are using the design on their
publications.
The student body of Cornell university includes one "genuine American"—an Iroquois Indian —and
natives of 46 foreign countries.

SAM'S LUNCH ROOM
GREENVILLE, S. C.

lyn Long, of Charlotte, N. C, for Art Editor Duck
Kinder; Miss Catherine Little, of Greenville, for
Literary Editor W. N. Poe; Miss Sara Bell, of
Dillon, for Sports Editor J. P. Hodges; and Miss
Eleanor Moseley, of Anderson, for Photo Editor
Vic Foster.

Research Man
Visits Campus
Dr. R. R. Williams. Director of
Research for the Bell Telephone
Laboratories and the discoverer of
Vitamin B-l, spent Tuesday night
on the campus and spoke before
a group of faculty members and
their wives about his work which
led to the discovery and commercial manufacture of the vitamin.
Dr. Williams is a member of the
National Research Council and is
widely known for his vitamin research. He has participated several
times in the radio program "Listen
America" presented over a national
hook up each Sunday afternoon.
This is a program devoted to the
improvement of human nutrition in
the United States.
Recently a law was passed by the
General Assembly which requires
that all white flour, white bread
and oleomargarine gold in South
Carolina after July 1 be enriched
with vitamins "and minerals. It
was because of this law, the first
of its kind in the United States,
that Dr. Williams came to Clemson. Through correspondence with
Dr. E. J. Lease, Associate Chemist
in the experiment station he kept
in touch with developments in
connection with the new law in
which he was very interested and
decided to pay Clemson a visit.
In his talk Tuesday night he

Gaffney To Leave
Clemson Next Month
Capt. W. F. Gaffney, adjutant on
the Commandant's staff, will leave
Clemson to report to the office of
the Inspector General in Washington June 13. He will be detailed to
the Inspector General's department,
and will be placed at Third Corps
Area Headquarters in Baltimore,
Md.
told of his experiences in the Phillippines where he spent several
years and where he became interested in beri-beri, a disease resulting from a diet of polished
rice, which is greatly deficient in
Vitamin B-l. After returning to the
United States Dr. Williams continued his investigations and finally
isolated a pure form of the vitamin
from an extract of rice-polishings.
The properties of the substance
were then studied and it was found
that it could be synthesized by a
much less expensive process which
cut the cost from $400 per gram
to 48 cents per gram. A great service has been rendered humanity by
Dr. Williams through his discovery
of Vitamin B-l which has been of
untold value in the relieving of
conditions due to a deficiency of
this substance in the diet.

With almost nine months of the
scholastic and military grind safely behind them Clemson men will
have a final fling before examinations this week-end when Bobby Byrne will bring his nationally
known band here to play for the
annual Taps Ball.
The
week-end . of
festivities,
which will honor the senior staff
of the annual yearbook, will open
tomorrow afternoon at four o'clock
when Byrne plays for a fortyfive minute concert in the college
Field House. The formal dance
will be tomorrow night, the tea
dance Saturday afternoon, and the
informal Saturday night.
John New, publicity director for
the Central Dance Association, is
handling flowers for the dance series. Orders may be left with him
for any type of corsage.
Sponsoring for the dances will
be the dates of the senior members of the Taps staff. The sponsors are Miss Jackie Wellborn, of
Anderson, for Editor Jimmy Dixon, Miss Jane Dixon, of Spartanburg, for Business Manager Mack
Alman, Miss Adelaide Thomson,
of Abbeville, for Art Editor Pinky
Woodhurst; Miss Carolyn Long, of
Charlotte, for Art Editor Duck
Kinder; Miss Catherine Little, of
Greenville, for Literary Editor W.
N. Poe; Miss Sara Bull, of Dillon,
for Sports Editor J. P. Hodges;
and Miss Eleanor Moseley, of Anderson, for Photo Editor Vic Foster.
Biggest affair of the week-end
for the Taps staff will be the annual banquet to be held Friday
night before the dance.
Honor guests at the banquet
will be the sponsors, and the girls
named earlier this year as Taps
Beauties. Other guests will be
President and Mrs. Robert Franklin Poole, Colonel and Mrs. Herbert M. Pool, Mr. and Mrs. John
D. Lane, and Mr. and Mrs. J. C.
Littlejohn.
With the dance roster steadily
growing, Central Dance Association President Jake Colvin is confident that the dance will be one
of the best in the ■ history of the
school. Placing
Chariman Kirk
McLeod has made arrangements
to accommodate up to three hundred girls in the
hostess rooms
of the Field House and in the annex of the Physics building.
Something new in decorations
for Clemson dances has been
planned for this dance, Colvin
said. The curtain usually
nuns
around the floor Will not be used.
A lighting system including a revolving ball and a series of colored lights will be used.
Bobby Byrne, who will bring
vdcalists Dorothy Claire and Jimmy Palmer with him, has gone

State Forester W. C. Hammerle
termed South Carolina's forests
an "Invaluable aid in our war effort, which will become increasingly important as the war progresses."
South Carolina has no oil resources or coal deposits, but it does
have sixty-five per cent of its
area in forest growth, which can
be converted into combustible gas
for use in motors.
"In Sweden when the war started in 1939 there were 280,000 motor vehicles of all types,"
Mr.
Hammorie said. "A greater portion of these had to be laid up
for lack of gasoline, bt many of
them were continued in use by
equipping them with a device converting wood or charcoal into gas
to 'operate the vehicles. This was
not a new process, as it
was
also done during the first World
War.
"It is highly practical for us to
use charcoal or wood for motor
vehicle fuel in this country if the
shortage
of
gasoline
becomes
acute. It has been put to use in
England, France and Germany.
The calorific value of good charcoal is approximately 12,5000 B.
T. U. per pound and for wood
5,500 B. T. U. per pound.
"The equipment used in
the
last war, to facilitate the use of
producer g&s, had in the meanwhile been greatly improved. It
was soon found that wood, cut into
small cubes of about 2 inches
served almost equally as well as
charcoal, though the rate of burning was more difficult to control.
"In Sweden 35,000 motor vehicles, mostly trucks, have been
equipped for use of producer gas
as fuel. Many more are ready to
become so, as soon as equipment
can be got ready. To serve these
with supplies of wood or charcoal, new depots are springing up
all over Sweden along the highways, and a great number of people are finding new and profita-

over big in this section in the last
two weeks. He played theatre engagements in
Greenville
and
Spartanburg last week, and played
for the annual Little Commencement series at the University of
Georgia last week-end.

ble employment.
"The equipment consists in the
main of a pot, or retort, placed
on a trailer behind the vehicle.
The retort, somewhat similar to
the tub of a washing machine,
though larger, has on top a refueling lid which is kept tight.
There is a slow draft allowed from
the bottom, and the gas
and
smoke produced from the ourning of the wood or charcoal in
the retort is sucker through a filter into the engine by way o a
tube. The gas produced is usually a mixture, in varying proportions, of carbon monoxide, hydrogen,
gaseous
hydrocarbons
(chiefly methane), carbon dioxide,
and nitrogen. The first three of
these constituents are combustible,
and the value of the gas as a
fuel depends on the proportions
in which they are present.
"In the case of wood producers,
little, if any, methane is
produced and the main idea is to
produce as much carbon monoxide
as possible and as little carbon
dioxide as possible. Evidently the
only change-to the engine equipment is a new or altered carburetor. The retort has to be cleaned out once in a while like any
other stove or furnace must be.
The retort weighs approximately
200 pounds and costs about $400
installed.''

Student Enlists
In NOYCII Reserve
Soott S. aopers, agriculture '42,
of Blenheim, has enlisted
for
training in the Naval Reserve,
and will, on completion of his
school terra here, be ordered to
report for active duty to begin
preliminary training at the Naval
Reserve Aviation Base in Atlanta.
On completion of his training
in Atlanta, Rogers will be transferred for advanced flight training at one of the three principal
Naval Air Stations
located
at
Pensacola and Jacksonville
in
Florida, and Corpus Christi, Texas. Completion of this advanced
training will qualify him for a
commission as a flyin
officer in
the U. S. Naval Reserve or the
U. S. Marine Corps Reserve.

"CAN YOU USE $35.00 A WEEK THIS SUMMER?"
500 College Men averaged $420. profit last summer. Some made
$1200.00.
We have a limited number of openings in the United States and
should be happy to include a few ambitious Clemson men.
Write today Fuller Brush Company, College Agency, Greensboro,
North Carolina, for personal conference.

NICK'S BEST DINER
WORLD'S

BEST HAMBURGER

CURB

N. Main St.

SERVICE
Greenville, S. C,

NOTICE
Man's bicycle slightly used, for best offer. Western
Flyer, good tires and lights.

A. L. VESS—Central, S. C.

YOU MAY BE ASSURED THAT YOU
WILL ALWAYS GET THE BEST

WHY?

ARMY OFFICERS UNIFORMS

—AT—

CARRIED IN STOCK
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Clemson's 2,300 Cadets Cut A Clean
Figure . . .

,

BECAUSE THEIR CLOTHES GO TO

The Clemson College Laundry

We are outfitting large numbers of reserve officers
who are entering active service.

HEYWARD MAHON CO.

HARDWARE CO. I'^l
Anderson, South Carolina

WILLIAM C. ROWLAND
COMPANY

GREENVILLE, S. C.

BUY YOUR GIFTS
AT

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

BROCK'S
JEWELERS

Tests have proven that we have the most durable
uniforms. That is why we clothe Clemson Cadets.

GREENVILLE, S. C.

C. Y. THOMASON GO.
CONTRACTING ENGINEERS
GREENWOOD, S. C.

With a bottle of ice-cold Coca-Cola in your hand, you
are all set to enjoy the delicious taste you want, the aftersense of refreshment you like, the quality you, and
millions of others, have come to welcome . . . the quality
of Coca-Cola—the real thing.

5Z You trust its quality
plus tax

BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY

COCA-COLA
K. HOOVER, Mgt

BOTTLING

COMPANY

ANDERSON, SOUTH CAROLINA

BUILDERS OF THE NEW

CLEMSON STADIUM

Friend ox Enemy?
They're taking no chances
Day and night thousands of civilian volunteers at Army author,
ized observation posts report Aircraft Flash Messages to Army
"filter" centers-by telephone. From this information, each plane's
course is charted on filter maps... relayed to operations boards
such as the one shown above—by telephone. Should checking
prove the aircraft to be an enemy, the telephone would play an
important part in the defense strategy...in warning endangered
communities... in mobilizing civilian defense units.
Bell System men cooperated with Army authorities in designing and providing the telephone facilities used by the air defense
system. This is but another example of a war-time job well done.
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